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ARTICLE III. 

ON THE RELATION IN THE RIG-VEDA 
BETWEEN THE 

PALATAL AND LABIAL VOWELS (i, , u, u) 
AND THEIR 

CORRESPONDING SEMIVOWELS (y, v). 

BY A. HJALMAR EDGREN, 
INSTRUCTOR IN MODERN LANGUAGES IN YALE COLLEGE (SHEFFIELD SCIENTIFIC SCHOOL). 

Presented to the Society October 23d, 1878. 

THERE is between the old Vedic dialect and the classical San- 
skrit an important discrepancy as regards the treatment and 
occurrence before dissimilar vowels of i, u or y, v, which serves 
to throw some light on the history and original value of these 
letters. In classical Sanskrit the vowels in question (i, ', u, /) 
are never found or tolerated before a dissimilar vowel or diph- 
thong, but only (by conversion or otherwise) their correspond- 
ing semivowels. But for the Vedic language, on the contrary, 
we possess metrical evidence that this euphonic combination, 
though graphically observed in the texts of the ancient hymns, 
was only partly so in reading. Semivowels artificially written, 
according to the usage of the later language, must often be 
restored, in nearly all their varied combinations, to vowels; 
and sometimes the very same words exhibit in different or 
even in the same hymns and verses a different treatment in 
this respect. 

It might appear at first as if arbitrary usage, careless metrical 
construction, and corruption of the texts, had each contributed 
their share to this varietv. That they have done so to some 
limited extent cannot very well be questioned; but a careful 
examination of the whole field shows that the diversity is in 
the main of organic nature, a result of actual growth rather 
than of lawlessness and neglect. 
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It is generally conceded that the Indo-European language 
did not at first possess the semivowels y and v, though it had 
the vowels i and u. The former are consequently later devel- 
opments of the latter, according to the principle of a general 
phonetic change from the extremities of the alphabetic scheme 
towards its middle. We might accordingly expect to find in 
the older monuments of the language a transition-state quite 
different from that in which the classical speech was finally 
stereotyped. But everything in that transitional state being in 
flux, on an onward move, we cannot expect to see whole cate- 
gories of forms or words by an equal and regular progress pass 
mechanically from one state into another. On the contrary, 
partial changes and frequent exceptions--counter-currents and 
eddies, so to speak, in the stream-are to be expected; and 
this all the more on account of the nature of the change. The 
vowels and semivowels in question differ so infinitesimally in 
articulation that they are most readily interchanged; and this 
fact not merely facilitated the mutation, but likewise favored, 
in a high degree, an occasional retention and even restoration 
of the more primitive vowel-sound, in the very same forms in 
which the later consonant-sound was mostly admitted; and 
vice versa. No doubt arbitrary choice on the part of the indi- 
vidual poet had on this very account a freer scope; but if we 
can onlv find that these discrepancies of identical words are of 
exceptional occurrence, and that, for the rest, general principles, 
unconsciously obeyed by the individual, underlie the main 
facts, such anomalous exceptions lose their significance. 

The following statistical statements will show not only that 
the cases in which the same fornms are differently treated, 
though nowise rare, are few in comparison with the cases of 
uniform treatment; but also that certain principles determine 
the whole vast residue of facts. And, indeed, these principles 
are to a large extent such as we might d priori expect thern to 
be. It would seem natural that the vowels should most tena- 
ciously preserve their identity when occurring not within a 
word, but at the end of one word and before another beginning 
with a vowel, or at the end of a stem before a vowel-suffix, 
since a change of the final here impairs the individuality of the 
word, and blends it with the following element. And, on the 
other hand, that they should be more readily consonantized in 
all combinations the original independence and significance of 
which were dimmed and forgotten (as in derivative, and espe- 
cially in inflectional suffixes, and in radical elements), and, for 
euphonic reasons, wherever the vowel was placed between two 
other vowels, and thus occasioned a double hiatus. 

Such general inferences are borne out by actual facts as 
found in the Rig-Veda. It should be stated, to begin with, 
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that the vowels i and u never, under any circumstances, occur 
between two other vowels in a word; this case is therefore not 
further to be considered at all, and is eliminated from all the 
following statistical statements. For the rest (i. e. when pre- 
ceded by a consonant and followed by a dissimilar vowel), they 
are retained as i and u almost without exception in the colloca- 
tion of words in sentences, there being only traces of an 
inchoate mutation in a few such dependent words as preposi- 
tions, etc. (and it may well be doubted whether the spoken lan- 
guage in this respect ever followed strictly the requirements of 
the written). The vowels maintain themselves likewise between 
the members of a compound, although here the tendency of less 
independent words to lose their identity and blend with others 
is slightly more apparent. 

In combinations with a suffixal vowel, final i (z) and u (iu) 
maintain themselves in nearly twice as many words as they are 
altered (especially in nouns, less so in the few verbs that come 
here under consideration): and in numerous instances they 
(especially i, ') take on an additional semi-vowel of their own 
kind (are "split"), which bridges over the hiatus. Moreover, 
it is found that the mutation was favored by a preceding 
short syllable, while a long syllable exercised, as a rule, a con- 
servative influence. 

Among derivative and inflectional suffixes, those forming 
declinable stems, on the one hand, are very differently treated 
from those forming conjugable stems and from inflectional 
endings, on the other. In the former, the vowel i is prevailingly 
retained, while the vowel u is with few exceptions changed 
throughout to v. But this discrepancy in the treatment of i 
and u in formative suffixes is not without assignable causes. 
Thus the vowel is, as a rule, preserved by the influence of a 
preceding long syllable, and by being accented; but now it so 
happens that these two preservative forces, while they are fre- 
quently present in words with a suffix containing an i (y), are 
almost entirely lacking in words with a suffix containing a v (u). In suffixes forming conjugation-stems, and also in inflectional 
endings (especially in those of verbs), the semivowels are 
found in an overwhelming majority. But even here the occur- 
rence of some terminations containing the vowel would seem to 
indicate its earlier occurrence, and indications of the preserving 
influence of a preceding long syllable are also not lacking. 

Finally, as regards the nucleus of words, the elementary part 
of them which remains when they are divested of their forma- 
tive elements, the semivowels are found everywhere save in a 
few entirely sporadic cases, which may indeed point to an early 
formative process not entirelv forgotten in the remote Vedic 
period. 
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Mainly in accordance with the principles thus laid down, the 
relation of the palatal and labial vowels and their correspond- 
ing semivowels will be considered, in what follows, under 
three heads, with their subdivisions, viz: 

A. Treatment of final i, i, u, a', before dissimilar vowels: 
I. In independent words; 

II. In compounds; 
III. In noun-stems and verb-roots. 

B. Occurrence of i or y, u or v, in formative elements: 
I. In derivative suffixes; 

II. In declensional endings; 
III. In verb-inflection. 

C. Occurrence of i or y, u or v in the root-element (real or apparent) of the 
word. 

The collection of the material is based, in the main, on 
Grassmann's Worterbuch zum Rig - Veda. For the statistics of 
noun inflection I am indebted to Professor Lanman's article on 
"Noun-Inflection in the Rig-Veda" (Journ. of Am. Or. Soc., 
vol. x.). 

A. TREATMENT OF FINAL i, X, U, U BEFORE DISSIMILAR VOWELS. 

I. IN INDEPENDENT WORDS. 

An examination of a few hymns is enough to bring to light the 
fact that the absence of external sandhi (except graphically) is 
so regular that the exceedingly few exceptions which may be 
found must be considered as wholly sporadic-or, at the utmost, 
as revealing a dawning tendency to avoid the hiatus by weaken- 
ing the final vowels of such subordinate words as prepositions or 
other particles into semivowels. In order to reach a valid con- 
clusion in regard to the treatment of final i, i, u, I in the text, 
1294 verses (150 hymns), chosen from all the Mandalas (but espe- 
cially from the 1st and 10th), were examined; and the result will 
show the needlessness of searching through the whole Rig-Vedic 
material. 

In these 1294 verses the occurrence was as follows: before a 
dissimilar vowel, final i (i) 285 times, and final y 1 time; final u 
(A) 106 times, and final v 4 times. 

The exceptional occurrence of y was inpraty (i.11.6); and those 
of v were in dnv 3 times (i.23.23; iv.4.11; x.13.3), and tv once 
(Val.3.4). A special examination of sundry other passages in 
which particles in -i and -it occur before vowels showed that they 
were generally unchanged; only for anu a couple of additional 
forms anv were found. It may be worthy of notice that in com- 
pounds also, where sandhi is as a rule omitted, the prepositions 
in part submit to its law. 
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II. IN COMPOUNDS. 

The treatment of final i, il, a, 4 of the prior member of a com- 
pound before a dissimilar vowel is in the main accordant with 
that of the same vowels in independent words. Below are given 
all the instances of such combinations that occur in the Rig-Veda: 

1. i before a dissimilar vowel: akudhri-ac (?) 1. ati-d'ya 1 (aty- 5), ainti-iiti 1, 
abhi- (in abhi-aiijana 3, abhi-ardhayajvan 1; abhy- 4), asrnadhrl-ac (?) 9, urvia'-ti 1, 
kadri-ac (?) 1, krshti-ojas 1, tuvi-6jas I, ti2arni-artha 2, tri- (in tri-anikai 1, tri'-am- 
baka 1, tri'-aruna 2, tri'-arusha 1, tri-dvi 1, tri.-d9ir 1, tri-iuddya' I, tri-udhan 1), dadhi- (in dadhi-aic 7, dadhi-dair 7; dadhy- 2), nil (in ni'-ac 25. ni-aiicana 1, ni-ayana 
2, ni-arthat 4, ni'-okas 2, ni-6cani 1), bhtri- (blUMri-aksha 1, bh2i'ri-dsuti 1, bhV'ri-ojas 
1), madri-ac 3, vadhri-a9va' 5 (vd'dhri-agva 2), vishvadri-ac (?) 1. vi- (in vi-adhvan 1, 
vi-ayana I, vi'-alka9d (?) 1, vi'-agva 5, vi-arvavat 4, vi-dna{'i 3, vi-'.sh 4, vi'-ushti 29, 
vi'-enas 1, vi'-eni 1, vi-6dana 1, vi'-oman 23, also in vioma-s6d 1), h4tri-arva 24'(also in hariapaprasita 1). 

2. y before a vowel: aty- (in 'ty-avi 4, Ity-.rmi 1; ati- 1), 6dhy.akha 4, abhy- 
(in abhy-dyahsenya 1, abhy-d'ram 1. abhy-dvarti'n 2; abhi- 1), ahy-arshu 1, gltvy-Wti 
(? see below) 12 (agavy-iti 1), dadhy-ac 2 (dadhi- 14), (9vit-y-4c ? 4). 

3. u before a dissimilar vowel: dcu- (in dcit-apas 1, d9i-a9:ra 2, d49i-agvia 3), 
uru-ajra 1, rju-6c 1, ddgit-adhvara 5, dhrshnu-ojas 2, puru-anika 5, pairu-dyls (?) 1, 
bandhu-e,,h6 1, bdhu-ojas 4, madhu- (in madhu-ad 1, nadhu-arnas 1), vi.di-ahiga 3, 
su- (in su-agni' 6, 8u. 6hga 2, su-aniguri' 3, su-itc 6, su-athcas 1, su-adhvarla 33, su- 
ant/ka 5, su-apatyd 16, su-apas 16, from it su-apasy- 2, and su-apasyd' 7, su-apdka 1, 
su-apivdta 1, su-6pnas 2, su-abhish.ti 5, su-abhisht'sumna 1, su-abhifii 2, sit-araikrta 
1, su-arka' 3, 8u-arci' 1, su-arthd 2, su-atvas 15, su-advva 17, su-arvayii 1, su-a4via 1 1, 
u-6stra ], su-asti 103, su-astigd' 1, su-astidd' 3, su-astirdt 3, su-astivd'h 1, s-dtata 
2, su.dpi' 3, su-dbh,i' 7, su-dyasa' 1, su-dyij 1, su-dyudha' 14, su-d'vasu 1, su-d'vri 1, 
su-dve9a' 3, s4-dgila 1, su-d9m' 1, su-das 2, su-dsastha' 1, sii-dhuta 8, su-idhma' 1, su- 
ishit 1, s.t-ishta 1, su-6jas 3; sv- only in svasti' 4). 

4. v before a vowel: anv-artitr' (for anavartitr') 1, rtv- j 17. pulv-aghat 1, so-as 
4 (su- 328). 

As will be seen from the preceding enumerations, the vowels i 
and u are as a rule retained unchanged in composition, final i be- 
fore vowels occurring 194 times (in 17 different compounds), but 
final y only 29 times (in 6 different compounds); and final i be- 
fore vowels occurring 359 times (in 12 different compounds), but 
final v only 23 times (in 4 different compounds). It is especially 
the prepositions ati and abhi which show a tendency to submit to 
the later euphonic requirements; and it seems natural that such 
subordinate words should first lose their independence. The only 
other noteworthy exceptions are gdvy-Pti and rtv-~]. As for gdvy- -iti, it is the only form found, and occurs not less than 12 times; 
but the character of y is here uncertain; it seems hardly to be a 
final of the prior member of the compound. Panini divides the 
compound as go-y4ti, Bhtlingk-Roth and Grassmann rather as 
go-Wti (with an inserted y, Gr.). And rtv-j, also the only form 
found, and occurring 17 times, offers a striking exception to the 
general rule (if, indeed, the accepted derivation is the true one, as 
seems hardly to be questioned). 

III. IN NOUN-STEMS AND VERB-ROOTS. 

The treatment of final i, i, u, 4 of noun-stems and of verb-roots 
before an added inflectional ending beginning with a vowel is 
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somewhat different. In noun-stems these vowels are prevailingly 
retained, but in verb-roots they are mostly consonantized (in verb- 
roots in -u, -4, indeed, always so). It should be remarked, how- 
ever, that in both cases, and especially in verb-roots, the hiatus is 
very frequently avoided by the insertion of a semivowel between 
the stem or root and the ending, and in verb-roots by strengthen- 
ing the vowel and converting the diphthong as usual. Below will 
be given a statistical resume of the relative occurrence of vowel 
or semivowel before inflectional endings (for a full exposition of 
the treatment of nouns, see Professor Lanman's article referred to 
above, p. 70). 

1. Noun-stems. 
a. Final I or y: in i-am 40 times (fr. 27 i-stems), y-am 1 (i-stem); i-d 108 times 

(instr. sing.: fr. 22 i-stems 43 times, and 35 I-stems 58 times; nom., acc., voc., 
dual: fr. 5 z-stems 7 times), y-d 46 times (instr. sing.: fr. 11 I-stems 13 times; 
dual, 6 i-stems 33 times); i-e 16 times (fr. 13 z-stems), y-e 18 times (fr. 2 i-stems); 
i-ai 4 times (fr. 4 i-stems); y-ai 27 times (fr. 17 I-stems); i-ds 32 times (abl. sing.: 
fr. 1 i-stem once, and 2 i-stems 4 times; genit. sing.: fr. 2 i-stems 3 times, 16 
i-stems 24 times), y-ds 23 times (abl.: from 2 i-stems twice, and 4 i-stems 21 times), 
i-us 1 (sakhius), y-us 10 times (abl. once, and genit. 9 times, fr. 3 i-stems); i-as 
118 times (genit. sing.: fr. 1 i-stem 3 times, and 7 i-stems 9 times; nom., voc. pi.: 
fr. 23 stems 72 times; acc. pl.: fr. 18 stems 34 times), y-as 86 times (genit. sing.: 
fr. 2 i-stems 52 times, and 3 i-stems 3 times; nom., voc. pl.: fr. 1 i-stem 20 times; 
acc. pl.: fr. 1 i-stem 11 times); i-dm 17 times (fr. 2 i-sterns 3 times, and 8 i-stems 
14 times), y-dm 16 times (fr. 3 i-stems 3 times, and 7 i-stems 13 times); y-au 2 
times (pdtyau); i-os 56 times (fr. 5 i-stems 30 times, and 10 i-stems 26 times), 
y-os 11 times (fr. 1 i-stem once, and 5 i-stems 9 times). 

The preceding summary shows that the vowel i or i is retained 
in 392 instances (308 of these from z-stems, and 84 from i-stems), 
and that it is altered to y in 240 instances (107 of these from 
i-stems and 133 from i-stems). To these should be added 30 infin- 
itives in -dhyai (55 occurrences), 5 in -dhiai (17 occurrences), and 
one in -ityai, these being virtually noun-datives. The prevalence 
of vowel retention is decided; and if different stems alone are 
considered, the disproportion is still greater, i then occurring 
about twice as often as y. It was to be expected that the vowel- 
character of the finals should be prevailingly protected here by 
that feeling of the integrity of the word which the unaltered 
final in other cases than those considered kept alive. As auxiliary 
to it, however, are to be noticed the quantity of the final and (as 
in the case of the suffix -ia) the accent, and the quantity of the 
preceding syllable. 

That the final i maintained itself more tenaciously than the 
final i is seen from the preceding statement. In regard to the 
accent, it is to be noticed that in the comparatively few instances 
where the final of the theme is accented before the terminational 
vowel (as in mandikd, sphig'd, sr.na, manyumtas, ahtas, 
mesh'e, vrk1e, etc.) the vowel i is preserved as a rule. Generally 
oxytone stems shift their accent to the termination (as in pitid' 
fr. pizt, prthivid's fr. prthivi', devi4' fr. devi', samdnid' fr. samdnti', 
apitya' fr. ap'tt, matyd' fr. mat', vasatyd' fr. vasati, etc.) and then 
the vowel, though prevailingly retained, is not seldom changed 
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into y. As regards the influence exercised by the quantity of the 
preceding syllable, it will be seen from the following quotation of 
all the instrumental cases (the others in the main agreeing) that i 
is mostly found after a long and y after a short syllable: 

a. -id preceded by a long syllable: a'nvid 3, aIvartid 1. asiknid' 1, 'bhiltid 1, iltid' 
5, Armid' 1, klrtid' 1, kundrnd'cid I, ghrtd'cid 1, citatntid 1, citayantid 1, jalpid 1, 
dadhid 1, devd'cid 1, devid' 5, dhrdtjid 1, pattnid 1, pd'rsh.nid 1, pitiM' 1, p~irandhi4 9, purdnid' 1, bh.'imid 1, man.d.2kid 1, rdahid 5, vasvid 1, vipvd'cid I, vipvid 1, 
vi'cid 1, vrshti4' 2, ve9id 1, 9armaydntid 1, satrdacid 1, samdnid' 5, suklrtid' 1, 
sfcid' 1, sarmid ], st6bhantid 1, harshid 2. 

P3. -id preceded by a short syllable: a9vdvatid 1, tv'shid 1, tmdnid 1, daIvidyutatid 
1, ndmid 1, navyasid 1, patid 1, rajid I, rathid 2, r6hinid 1, rdcid 11, 9dmid 2, 
9imid 1, sdkhid 4, sumatid' 1, sushtutid' 1, srni4d 2, harinid 1. 

y. -yd preceded by a long syllable: agityd' 1, dkiatyd 1, {shtyd I (?), devdhiltyd 
1 (but -tie). 

d. -yd preceded by a short syllable: a9dmayd 1, afvdvatyd 1, gdtum6tyd, tmdanyd 
1, n6vasyd 1, pdtyd 3, pavyd' 3, prthivyd' 3, pr6matyd 1, matyd' 1, mddhumatyd 1, 
mahyd' 1, mithatyd' 1, rayyd' 1, vasatyd' 1, vdjavatyd 1, 9dcyd 3, saikhyd 4, sddhd- 
ranyd' 1, sumatyd' 3, sushtutyd 1, s6mavatyd 1, hiranyydyd (ft. hirantyayyd) 1. 

The cases of u or v now follow: 
b. Final u or v: in u-am 66 times (fr. 2 u-stems twice, and 12 il-stems 64 times); u-d 59 times (instr. sing.: fr. 7 u-stems 12 times, and 6/4-stems 40 times; nom., 

acc.. voc. dual: fr. 2 stems 7 times); v-d 62 times (instr.: fr. 4 u-stems 61 times; 
dual: only pa9vd'); u-e 22 times (fr. 1 u-stem once, and 4 /-stems 21 times), v-e 
16 times (fr. 4 u-stems), v-ai I ('ihvai); u-as 89 times (abl. sing.: fr. 1 i-stem 3 
times; genit. sing.: fr. 5 u-stems 6 times, and 3 il-stems 19 times; nom., voc. pl.: fr. I u-stem once, and 23 '0-stems 60 times), v-as 160 times (abl.: fr. 2 u-stems 3 
times; genit.: fr. 7 u-stems 142 times; pl.: fr. 7 u-stems 15 times); u-ds 2 times 
(fr. 2 il-stems), v-ds 1 (u-stem); u-i (1) 7 times (fr. 3 'a-stems); u-din 1 (fvafrud'm); u-os 39 times (fr. 4 u-stems 24 times, and 1 i-stem 15 times), v-os I (camv6s). 

As seen firom the preceding statistical account, u before a suf- 
fixal vowel occurs 285 times (239 of these from Oi-stems, and 46 
from u-stems), and v 241 times (all from it-stems). Compare also 
the gerundives in -tua, -tva. It must be noticed that the frequency 
of v is owing chiefly to the exceptional frequency of the forms 
mddhvas and vdsvas, which together occtir not less than 110 times. 
If the stems alone be considered, u occurs (like i) about twice as 
often as its semivowel. The discrepancy between u- and il-stems 
is much more striking than between i- and i-stems, inasmuch as the 
il-stems never have their vowel converted into a semivowel. The 
influence of the accent is the same as in the i-stems; but any in- 
fluence of the quantity of the syllable before the final is not 
noticeable. 

2. Verb-roots. 
In verb-roots ending in i, i or u, il, the combination of these 

vowels with a following vowel is generally made by strengthening 
the i, i to e (ay), as in ci, cayate? and of it, i to o (av), as in stu, 
stavate; or by insertion of y, v (the so-called "split"), as in di, 
digyate; stu, stuvanti. These processes take place, one or both, 
in all verbs (22) in -i and -. Only in the following cases is the 
final retained or changed into y: 

voL. xx. 10 
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a. i retained: (i) iantu 1; (di) di'diat- 7, di'didna 6; (dhi) di'dhiat- 1, di'dhidna 
13; (pi) pipidn6 3; (md) m'miat- 1, (mi) m' idna 1; (vi) vianti 1, vi6nti 1, viintu 3, 
viantu 3, vivie 1, viat- 5, vidna 1; (si) sia 1, siasva 1, siadhvam 1, siat- 1. 

P3. i changed to y: (i) ydnti 20, yanti 73, yan 1, yanntu 1, yantu 26; (ci) cikyatus 
1, ciky4s 4; (ji) jigy's 8; (pi) pipyatam 4, pipyatdm 1, pipyata 1, pipyathus 1, 
pipyus 1, pipye 3, 4pipyan 1; (mi) mimy's 1; (bhi) bibhyat 2, bibhyes 4; (vi) 
'vyan 1; (si) syati 1, syanti 1, sya 4, syatu 2, syatam 2, syatdm 1, syasua 1. 

In regard to the verb-roots in -u, - , they all (30) connect with 
a following vowel either by strengthening the final, or by insertion 
of v, or, very rarely, by conversion of the vowel to its correspond- 
ing semivowel (as in juhvati, juhve, svdna, etc.). The final u, i 

is never found retained before a following vowel. 

B. OCCURRENCE OF i OR y, AND U OR V, IN FORMATIVE 

ELEMENTS. 

I. IN DERIVATIVE SUFFIXES. 

Suffixes forming declinable stems, and containing either of the 
vowels or semivowels in question, are quite numerous; and they 
will be taken up below mainly in the order of their frequency. 
A complete statement of all simple nominal stems used alone or 

in composition (participles and gerundives included) is intended, 
and also, by the way, of compounds and derivatives from them. 

The suffix -ia (-ya) is by far the most frequently used; and for 
reasons of convenience words with this suffix will be arranged 
according to their finals in two groups, one comprising those 
words in which the suffix is preceded by a long syllable, and the 
other those words in which it is preceded by a short syllable. 

SUFFIX-FORM -ia. 

a. Preceded by a long syllable: upavdkia 1, anAkia 1, okia 8, sdkhiia 1, aiegia 1, 

gdhgi6 1, apdci4 i, upavd'cia 1, sdclaa 1, apic'a 11, d6jia 4 (-ya 1; compound: prsh- 
addji6 1), prtand'jia 1, rdjia' I (compounds: samaryardl'id 1, viI:rardjia 1, sva- 
r4ljia 8, sd'mrdjia 5), bhojica 3, daerjia 5, yavishtia 13, prshth'a 3, i'dia 33 (-ya 2), 
dr6nia 1, d4onia 1, sdvarn.ai' 1, vr'shnia 30 (derivative: vr'shnidvat 2), sajdtia 8, 
prati'tia 2, di'etia 16, ady-atia 1, pvetii 2, sahantia 3, aptiA 1, saptia 1, a'dhigartia 1, 
m6rtia 170 (compounds: amartia 55, uparimartia 1; mdrtiakrta 1, martiatrd' 5, 
martiatvana 1, martieshita 1), agastia 5 (-ya I), patica 2 (compounds: vaijapastia 
1, virapastia 1, a9pvapastia 1, tripastit 1; pastiasc&d 1), -hastia in compds.: ubhayd- 
hcastid 1, madhuhastia 1, suhastia 3; hdstya, pdthia' 1, rd'thia 1, gopi'thia 1. y4thia 3, 
varilthia 5, ukthila 40, pdrthid 1, nddiat 1, sadhamd'dia 9, anumd'dia 4 (-ya 1), 
dnedia 5, vidia 5, caidi4 2, chandia 1, parjadnyakrandia 1, vaindia 11, nindic I (com- 
pound: anindid 1, -ya 1), rd'dhia 7 (compound: yddrddhia 1), sddhia 2, midhia 2 
(compound: medhidtithi 9), miyedhia 3. y6dhia 1, vdjagandhia 1, airdhia 2, 9ardhid 
1, dhadnia 2 (compound: dhdnidkr't 1), nidhdnia 1, mdnid 4. j'enia 15 (compounds: 
sv6jeniae 1; jenidvasu 2), vjenia 1, marm-rjnia 1 (-ya 1), vivrdh' ic 1, dmenid 1, venid 
1, senia 2 (compound: asenid 1), vainid 1, yonid 1, daghnia I1i, aghnid 7 (-ya 1), pvitnice 
1, budhnlia 1, dushvapnia 8, vasnia 1, viav6psnia 4, tiroahnia 7 (-ya 1), a'pia 15, vata'- 

pia 2 (-ya 2), andpia 1, sdpia 2, maya rapepia 1, addbhia 28, darbhmi 1, kd mica 15, grd- 
mia I, bhWmia 1, kshemiia 1, komid 1, sto'mia 6, somid 53, sdumia 1, paritakmia 4, vak- 
miac], sdkmia 1, pagmiac 1, sdgmia 5, harmie 11 (compounds: harmieshthd' 1, gharmi- 
eshthd 1). ddsmia 1, dkdyica 1, vidd'yia 1, pand'yia l, -pdyia (compounds: ku.ndapd'- 
yia 1, purvapd'yia 1, bahupd'yia 2, nrpd'yia 5), uttamd'yia 1, purumd'yia 1, pana- 
ya'yia 1, mahayd'yia 1, sprhayd'yia 4, ald'yia 1, ahncavdyia' 1, 9ravd'yia 13, didhi- 
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shd'yia 2, dakshd'yia 4 (-ya 1), vitantasd'yia 4, rasd'yia 2, mahd'yia 1, saha9eyia 1, 
stusheyia 2, d"ria 12 (-ya 5), vdrkdria 1, jdria 1, mdnddriat 1, ndria 1, pd'ria 5 (-ya 
1), vdt'ria 64 (-ya 2; compound: vi9vavdria 2), dhiria 1, viria 75 (compounds: 
drshtaviria 1, suvi'ria 7 6, -ya 3), vrtrata'ria 8 (-ya 6), aptW/ria 1, hot.rvi'-ria I (-ya 
1), s.Iria 16 (-ya 6 + compounds; compounds: asilria 1, su'riatvac 4, srzriara9mi 
1, sgria9vi't 1), dhct'ria I, sairia 1, thgria 4, ajria 1, arcatria 1, 9vd'tria 3, clitria 2, 
p'tria 12 (compound: supitria 1; derivative: potridvat 1), mitria 1, mitria 1 (com- 
pound: sumitria 1), 9vitria 1, mdrjdlia 1, kd'via 37 (-ya 2), kdvia 6 (-ya 1; com- 
pound asamasthakdvia 2), bhd'via 1, durd'via 1, suprdvia 2, devia 3 (compounds: 
9auradevia 1, vipvidevia 5, -ya 1, sdhadevii 3, sudevia 2), 9ivia I (compound: 
su9evia 1), daivia 64 (-ya 14), r'tvia 1, kr'tvia 13, p4/rvia 7, pgrvii 92 (compounds: 
aptgrvia 10, p'rviistuti 3), dgvia 25 (-ya 3; compound: su- gvia 11, according to 
Grassmann one of these -ya, at the end of a trishtubh-pada), agvia' 4, sauva9via 2, 
dpuawvia 3, dirghajihvid 1, bhrd'tia 1, hi'ranyakepia 2, ve9ia 2, d&r9ic 1, pdshka 2, 
purishia 1, a'igashia 2, 9ishia 3, tveshia 1, eshaishia 1, j6shia 1 (compound: djoshia 1), 
poshia 4 (compound: sahasraposhi'a 1), kakshi'a 5 (compounds: da9akakshia 1, 
apikakshia 1, kakshiaprd' 2), takshia 1, pakshi'a 1, yakshia 1, ant&rikshia 2, varshia 
4, dsi'a 12 (compounds: saptatdsia 1, -ya 3, daJ9amdsia 2, a9mdsia 1, juht.-dsia 1), 
aydasia 5, 9d'sia 1 (compound: a9dsida 1), aiisia 1, dizsia 18, pauhsia 45 (Grass- 
mann one -ya, at the end of a trishtubh-pAda), kutsia 1, paurukutsia 1 (y6 1), 
-sdhia (in the compounds: p.rtandshd'hia 1, abhimatishdahia 1, nrshd'hia 9, -ya 1), 
jehia 1, agohia 1, raiihia 2. 

/3. Preceded by a short syllable: sakhi6 9 (-ya 6), dpr'chia (?) 3, devayajia 1, 
tfejia 2, yujia 23, gasnia 1, karmanra 2, 'ashmanla 1, lakshmania 1, rainia 4 (-ya 1 + 
2 compounds) adhishava.nia 1, varunla 1, atia 8 (-ya 58), pacatia 1, gopayactia 1, 
vratia 1, parvatia 1, dditiN 5 (-ya 193 +4 compounds), 9rAtia 13 (in one compound 
-ya) carkr'tia 5 (-ya 3), sacathia 2, ucathid 1, vidathia 1, rdthia 13 (-ya 4), rathia 
2, madia 12 (-ya 1), hr'dia 3, ga'dhia 4, anid 2 (-ya 184 + compounds), aenia 2, 
jdnia 6 (-ya 2 +compounds), rdjania l, vrjania 1, udania l, dhadnia 2 (-ya 2 +com- 
pounds; compounds: 9atadhania 1, pradhania 1. sadhania 1), nabhania 3, samania 1, 
sdmania 1, dhvania 1, ahania 3, apia 10 (-ya 4), dcbhia 2, d6mia 5, yamia 1. arya- 
mia 1, kshaimia 2, vayia 6, arid I (in the latter half of a trishtubh-p,da; elsewhere 
always -yd 30), arid L, nacria 49 (-ya 1), saparia 1, mdria 4 (-ya 28). samaria 2, 
jd'maria 1, svaria 8, pasharia 1, iria 3 (-ya 2), diria 8 (-ya 2), asuri'a 12 (-yd 15), 
9dmulia 1, gavia 3 (-ya 20 +compounds), sugdvig 1 (-ya 1), Arjavia 1, bhavia 1 
(-ya 3), ydvia 1, navia 2 (-ya 25), prd9avia 1, vasavia 3 (-ya 7), haevia 31 (-ya 7 +com- 
pounds), divia 68, viVia 2, dr'9ia 1, tishia 2, barhishia 1, manushia 14 (-ya 7 + com- 
pound), pushia 1, vapushia 4, purushia 1, nahushla 3, chandasia 1, apasia 1, 
mamasta 10, 9ravasia 10, 9asia 1, sahasia 8, guhia 22 (-ya 4). 

SUFFIX-FORM -ya. 
a. Preceded by a long syllable: saiubhdgya 1, d,jya 1 (-ia 4), jyaish.thya 2, l'dya 

2 (-ia 32), rd'ndya 2. bh~2she'nya 1, tdtyd 2, santya 9, agadstya I (-ia 5), hastya I (in 
compounds, -ia), anumd'dya 1 (-ia 4), anindya I (-ia 1), aghnyd 1 (-ia 7), marm.rjenya 
I (-ia 1), tir6ahnya 1 (-ia 7), vdtd'pya 2 (-ya 2), dakshd'yya I (-ia 4), d'rya 5 (-ia 
12), pd'rya 1 (-ia 5), vd'rya 2 (-ia 64), suvi'rya 3 (-ia 76), -t4rya (in vrtrat'rya 6, 
-ia 8, 9atrutg'rya 1), hotrvilrya I (-ia 1), si'rya 6 (-ia 16; nd'ndsarya 1), kd'vya 2 
(-ia 37; dsamashtakdvya 2), kdvyd I (-ia 6), vigvad&vya 1 (-ia 5; devia 3, etc.), 
ddivya 14 (-ia 64), davya 3 (-ia 25 + compounds: sudavya 1, see davia), vdiiya 1, 
td'rk.shya 2, saptddsya 3 (-ia 1 + dsia 12), pduiisya I (-ia 44, which see), mdtsya 2, 
paurukutsyd I (-ia 1), nrshd'hya 1 (-ia 9). 

]?. Preceded by a short syllable: sakhyd 6 (-ia 9), tuchyd (?) 2, d'rtvijya 1, anapa- 
vrjyd 1, subrahmanyd 1, rdanya 1 (-ia 4; compounds: ranyajit 1, ranyavd'c 1), 
dran.ya 2, hiranya 17 (compounds: suhiranyyd 2; hliranya-karma 1, -kepa 1, -kegia 2, -garbhd I, -cakra 1, -jit 1, -jihva 1, -tvac 1, -danta 1, -dd' 2, -nir.nij 2, -nemi 1, 
-pakcs/ia 1, -par.na 1, -pdni 7, -pdvd 1, -pind], -petas 2, -praiiga 1, -bdhu 1, -rathad 
1, -ratha 2, -r6pa 4, -vandhura 2, -varna 8, -vartani 8, -vdpi 2, -vdpimat 1, -vid 1, 
-vV' 1, -pamya 1, -Vipra 1, -9.rga 1, -sarhd.rp 3, -stlpa 1, -hasta 3, -akshd 1, -abhipu 
2), drishanya 1, pirshanyd 2, doshanyyd 1, dtya 58 (-ia 8), -patya (in kshditrapatya 1, 
gd'rhiapatya 4, sugdrhapatyd 2, d'dhipatya 1, jdspatyd 2), raivatyd 1, satyd 136 
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(compounds: asatya 1, vakmardjasatya 1, .rt6jdtasatya 1, mamasatya' 1, nd'satya 
94, indrandsatya 1, aprdmisatya 1, anusatya 1; satyakarman 1, saty6girvdhas 1, 
satyadharman 6, satyadhvr't 1, satyaimadvan 1, satydmantra 2, satyamanman 2, 
satydmugra 1, satyay4j 2, satydyoni 1, satyarddhas 8, satyavac 4, satya9avas 2, 
satydaushma 9, satyapravas 3, satya~rut 2, satyasatvan 1, satyasava 2, satydnrt4 
1, saty6kti 1), -hatya (in 9ushnahdtya 1, vrtrahatya 23, ahihatya 5, dasyuhatya 6, 
rakshohatya 1), ddityd 193 (-ia 5; compound: ddity6jilta 1), ddityd (adj.) 3, sadhdstu- 
tya 1, upastitya 3, -prutya (in mantra9rQtya 1; 9r4tia 1 3), -krtya (in vdjakT'tya 1, 
andnukrtyd 2, sdukrtya 1), cark.rtya 3 (-ia 5), avyathya 1, ralthya 4 (-ia 13), dtithya 
4, pddya 4, mddya 1 (-ia 12), havirddya 5, avadyd 13 (compounds: driavadya 1, 
guhddavadya 1, anavadya 4, anavadydriapa I; avadyagohana 1, mithoavadyapa 1, 
avadyabht' 1), sddya 3 (ujpasadya 2, admasadya 1), pdrbhidya 1, patividya 1, anin- 
dyd 1 (-ia 1), madhya 37 (compound: vimadhya 2; derivatives: madhyatds 3, 
madhydndina 8, madhyamd 18, madhyamav6h 1, madhyamapi' 1), 0,'vadhya 1, 
-budhya (in abudhya 1, aVvabl'dhya 3), ayudhya 1, anya 184 (-ia 2; compounds: 
anyakrta 3, anydjdta 2, anydrilpa 2, any6vrata 3, any6daTya 1), janya 2 (-ia 6; 
compounds: p4'cajanya 7, vipvajanya 10, sajanya I, pratijanya 2), parjanya 22 
(compounds: vdtdparjanya 1, agniparjanya 1; parjanyakrandya 1, parjynyajinvita 
1, parjanyaretas , parjanyavrddha 1, parjdnydvdta 3), udanya- (in udanyaja 1), 
dhanya 2 (-ia 2; compound: jivadhanya 4), padnya 7, punarmanya 1, vanya 1, 
dpya 4 (-ia 10), .rji)y6 6, n'bhya 2 (compound: abhinabhya' 1), ibhya 1, h'ranyaca- 
mya 1, hrdayyd I, arya 30 (-id 1, -id 1; compound: arya'patn' 2; derivatives: arya- 
man 108, aryamia 1), ttrya 1, 9rut'rya 1, 'nyodarya 1, narya 1 (-ia 49), marya 
28 (-ia 4; compounds: mdryafri 1, maryd'dd 2; derivatives: maryaka 1, mary- 
at4s 1), samarya 12 (compounds: -ji't 1, -rdjya 1), sddhvarya 1, Va'rya 3 (com- 
pounds: goparya 3; raryahan 2; derivative: 9aryand'vat 7), irya 2 (.ia 3), ajurya 
15, dfrya 2 (-ia 8), pzrya 1, asurya 15 s-ia 12), pdtalyd 1, valyd 1, khilya 2, Avya 
24, kavya 3 (derivative: kavyadtd 1), gavya 20 (-ia 3; derivatives: gavydya 2, 
gavyay?2 2), sugdvya 1 (-ia 1), ttvya 1, vdyavyd 1, navya 25 (-ia 1), bhavya 3 (-ia 1), 
oapavyd 1, anishavya 1, savyd 7 (compound: sushavyd 1), vasavyd' 7 (-ia 3), 
h6vya 7 (-ia 31), havyd 124 (compounds: rdtihavya 16, vitdhavya 3, vrshtihavya 1, 
sveduhavya 2, suhavyd 2, havy&jushti 2, havyaddti 17. havyavah 32, havyavd'hana 
17, havyasA'd 2, havyd'd 1), divya 26 (-ia 68), abhrdtrvya 1, apa9y6 1, .r'ya I 
(compound: rVyad4 1), karishyd 1, havishyd 1, manushyd 7 (-ia 14; compound: 
manushyajd' 1), da9dntarushya 1, anddh.rshy 4, apram.shy 4, triopdjasy6t 1, avida- 
sya 1, tavasyd 1, sahasya 2 (-ia 8), nrsaihya 2, gu'hya 4 (-ia 22). 

The preceding lists show that the suffix-form -ia occurs more 

frequently than -ya. Especially is this the case if only simple 
words are considered. Counting, according to the arrangement 
above, all simple words, whether found alone or only in one com- 

pound, by themselves, and all other compounds and derivatives 
by themselves, we arrive at the following results: 

-ia after a long syllable 1552 times (1284 times in 192 single words, and 268 
times in 67 compounds and derivatives); -ia after a short syllable 462 times (459 
times in 85 single words, and 3 times in 3 compounds). 

-ya after a long syllable 91 times (80 times from 35 single words, and 11 times 
from 5 compounds); -ya after a short syllable 1747 times (1145 times from 94 
simple words, and 602 times from 147 compounds and derivatives). 

To the preceding should perhaps be reckoned 29 words with the 
suffix -iya (-iya), which presumably stands for -ia. Four of them 

actuall)y occur in two forms (rnitr'ya or mitria, rtviya or r'tvia Y, 
afviyd or apvi6, ndviya or ndvia). 

The suffixes of compounds and derivatives agree so closely with 
those of the simple words (or with one another, in the few cases 
where the simple word is found only in composition) that in 222 
words (884 times) falling under the category there are, all told, 
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only eleven absolute exceptions: (dsamashta-kdvya, -janya in 
four compounds, nd'ndstiria, manushyajd', vieva-devia, -hastya in 
three compounds) to that rule; six other compounds (anindid, 
nrshd'hia, vipvddevia, vrtratl'ria, sapta-dsia, suvirid) vary, 
though prevailingly adhering to the rule. 

Among all the simple words (used alone or only in composi- 
tion), there are 47 which are found with both -ia and -ya. A 
comparison will show, however, that they as a rule are used very 
prevailingly with one of the two forms of suffixes (in two thirds 
of the cases with -ia) ; and that the exceptional termination is, 
in one half of the instances, a a/7ra 2Xeyo,uevov: 

-ia -ya -ia -ya -ia -ya 
sakh-id 9 6 ap-ia 10 4 gdv-ya 3 20 
d'-ia 4 2 vatdap-ia 2 2 gav-ya 4 
itd-ia 33 2 dakshd'y-ia 4 1 nav-ya 2 25 
ran-ij 4 1 ar-yd t 30 vasav-ya 3 7 
dt-ya 8 58 ar-id / 1 hav-ya 7 30 
ddit-ya 5 193 ndr-ia 49 1 kd'v-ia 37 2 
carkr't-ia 5 3 mdr-ya 4 28 kdv-ida 6 1 
agast-ia 5 1 d'r-ia 12 5 div-ia 68 26 
hast-ia comp's. 1 pd'r-ia 5 1 ddiv-ia 64 14 
rdth-ia 13 4 vd'r-ia 64 2 apv-ia 25 3 
mad-ia 12 1 ir-ia 3 2 manush-ia 14 7 
anumd'd-ia 4 1 dur-ia 8 2 sahas-ia 8 2 
an-ya 2 184 asur-y6d 15 dsi'a 12 
jdn-ia 6 2 asur-i'a f 12 sareth-dsya 1 3 
dh6an-ia 2 2 vrtratW'r-ia 8 6 pauns-ia 44 1 
aghn-id 7 1 hotrnv'r-ia 1 1 paurukuts-id 1 1 
tiroahn-ia 7 1 sa'r-ia 16 6 nrsd'h-ia 9 1 

guh-ia 22 4 

If, in the preceding list, all the words with a prevailing -ia 
suffix be deducted from the 129 single words with -ya suffixes, this 
number is considerably reduced, and the disproportion between 
the occurrence of -ia and -ya is made still more marked. 

It is evident from the absolute or prevailing regularity of the 
suffix for the same word in its various occurrences, singly or in 
composition, that the use of -ia or -ya was not a matter of mere 
accident or arbitrary choice, but determined by some underlying 
principle, and required by usage. The following considerations 
will help to determine this principle. 

a. The place of the accent, as will be seen by comparison, has 
an influence only when the suffix takes the circumflex (marked -ia, 
-yd), in which case the form -ia is almost invariably met with, 
there being 81 words in -a to 8 in -yd, and 4 both ways. This 
phenomenon seems connected with the derivation of the word 
(comp. c, below). 

b. The quantity of the syllable which precedes the suffix seems 
decidedly to influence its treatment. This has been pointed out 
already by Sievers, in his Zur Accent- und Satzlehre, where he lays 
it down as a definite rule that (unless the suffix has the circumflex) 
a long syllable is followed by -ia (-ua), and a short, with a few 
exceptions, by -ya (-va). The actual facts are, according to the 
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preceding statement, these (compounds, of existing simple words, 
as almost wholly agreeing with them, being left out of account): 
a long syllable is followed in 192 distinct words (in 40 of which 
the suffix has the circumflex) by -ia, and in 35 simple words (all 
without the circumflex) by -ya. A short syllable is followed in 
8,5 distinct words (in 45 of which the suffix has the circumflex) by 
-ia, and in 94 simple words (in 12 of which the suffix has the 
circumflex) by -ya. The connection between the two phenomena 
seems therefore very marked, though not absolute; and the 
influence of quantity together with that of the accent seems to 
account, better than anything else, for the use of -ia or -ya. Only 
some considerations of a general nature, to be mentioned here- 
after, seem to explain the discrepancies. 

c. The derivation of the word offers especially one interesting 
point for consideration, and does not seem to be unconnected with 
the nature of the suffix. It is, namely, remarkable that words 
clearly derived from a theme in -a (as gdnia from gantd) take, 
almost without exception, the form of suffix -ia. Of 110 such 
derivatives, there are only 8 absolute (2 sporadic) exceptions to 
this rule. The following lists present all the cases, waiving a few, 
the derivation of which is uncertain: 

anzlki'a (anilka), a/hgia (ainga), gdqgia (gahgd), yavishtia (ydvishta), prshthi'a 
(prshtha), gdnia (ganay), lakshmani'a (lakshmana'), rania 4, -ya I (rd.a ?), adhisha- 
vani'a (adhishavana), varuni'a (vdrunma), dro.nia (dro'na), sdvar.nia (savar.na), 
pacati'a (pacat6), vrati'a (vrat6), parvati'a (parvata), sajdti'a (sajdt6), d'ati'a 
(d'Ata), 9vetia (pveta'), adhigartia (adhigarta), matrtia (marta' ?), -hastia (hasta) 
in 5 compounds, but hastya 1, sacathi'a (sacatha), vidathi'a (vidatha), rapathi'a 
(9apaitha), ra6thia (-ya 3) and rathi'a (ra4tha), gopi'thia (gopitha), ygthi'a (yatha'), 
varathi'a (varigtha), ukthi'a luktha), madi'a 12, -ya 1 (mada), sadhamdadia 
(sadhamd'da), chandia (chanda), medhia (medhd'), miyedhia (rniyedha), 9ardhia 
(pardha), jania 6, -ya 2 (jana), vrjani'a (vrjarna), dhania 2, -ya 2 (dhana), samani'a 
(satmana), dhd'nia (dhd'na), nidhdni'a (nidhl'.na), mdniai (md'na), venia (vena ?), 
senia (send), vainia' (vend), pvitnid (9vi'tna), budhni'a (budhnia), dushvapnia 
(dushvatpna), v6snia (vasnat), mayg'rafepia (mayg'ra9epa), ddrbhid (darbh), yami'a 
(yama), grdmid (grd'tna), kshemiid (kshima), st6mia (st'na), somid (s6ma), sdumia 
(soma), 9agmi'a (pagma), ddsmia (dasmd), purumd'yia (purumdyd), samari'a 
(samari), jdri'a (jdrd), mdnddrid (mdnddra), pd'ria 5, -ya I (pdrd), dhiri'a 
(dhi'ra), viri'a (vird), asuria (dsura), t4gria (tdgra), ajri'a (ajra), arco tri'a 
(arcatra ?), 9vd'tria (vdtrd), ctria (citrd), 9vitria (9vitrd), jdvia (java), ndvia 2, 
-ya 25 (ndva), devi'a (devd), pevia (eva), ddivia 64, -ya 14 (devd). pagrvid (pC'rva), 
awvia 25, -ya 3, and avvid (dpva), dirghajihvi'a (dirghajihvda), ve9i'a (ve9d). purishi'a 
(p4risha), purushi'a (pdrusha), nahushi'a (ndhusha), akgushi'a (ahgushd), pVshi'a 
(cOshd), tveshi'a (tveshd), kakshi'a (kdksha), pakshi'a (pakshd), ydkshia (yakshd), 
antdrikshia (antd'riksha), varshi'a (varshad), dhsia (ditsa), kutsid (kuetsa). 

Only the following 10 derivatives from themes in -a take the 
suffix -ya: 

jyaishthya (jyeshtha), dra.nya (drana), tdtyd (tatac), hdstya 1, in composition -ia 
(hdsta), vdnya (vdna), i'bhya (i'bha), hrdayyd (hrt'daya), dnyodarya (anyoddra), 
pdrya (pard), asuryd 15, -ia 12 (dsura). 

Words of other derivation do not admit of so satisfactory classi- 
fication, although there is a pretty general tendency in words 
derived, directly from verbal roots to take the suffix -ia. 

d. Aside from those words which are found with both suffixes, 
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only the following are not reducible to any of the preceding 
principles: 

13 words in -ia instead of the expected -ya (note the accent): 
dpr'chia, devaydjia, yujia, gopayatia, dditia, ?rutia, hr'dia, gadhia, atnia, ddamia, 

jd'maria, bhavia, pu'shia. (13 others are used both ways, though prevailingly 
with -ia.) 

15 words in -ya, instead of the expected -ia: 
saubhdgya, jyaishthya, rdandya, tdtya, santya, td'rkshya, matsya (18 others are 

used both ways, though very prevailingly with -ia):--irshanyd, doshanyd, hrdayyd, 
pdtalyd, vdyavyd, paravyd, havishyd, tavasyd (4 others, aryd, vasavyd, manushyd, 
sahasyd, are used both ways, the first two prevailingly with -ya, the others with 
-ia). 

The conclusion to be drawn from the preceding facts seems evi- 
dently to be this: that -ia was the original form of the suffix, and 
that it still on general organic principles maintains its supremacy 
in the Rig-Veda. The primitiveness of -ia is supported in the 
first place by the frequent occurrence of a circumflex on the suf- 
fix, which presupposes an original vowel-value of its semivowel; 
and by the significant coincidence of this circumflex and the vo- 
calization required by the metre. (Compare on this subject Ben- 
fey's "Ist in der indogermanischen Grundsprache ein nominales 
Suffix ia oder statt dessen ya anzusetzen ?") Further, it is sup- 
ported by the formation of words in -ia from themes in -a. More 
than one third of all words in -ia show clearly such a gen- 
esis; and the proportion might amount to about one half, were 
only the possible intermediate links of words supposed to be de- 
rived immediately from roots discovered, and the etymology of a 
few uncertain words known. If a suffix -ya had been evolved 
and ready to be added to nouns in -a there would have been no 
reason, as it appears, for dropping the final a of the theme, -aya 
being easily pronounced. But if the suffix was -ia, the case 
would have been different. The concurrence of three vowels (aia) 
required a modification of some sort, and then, the suffixal i being 
retained, the thematic a was dropped. The occurrence of 22 cases 
where an accented final a' of the base corresponds to an accented z 
of the suffix is significant enough, and shows a tendency to trans- 
mit the accent of the final a to its substitute i. Or should we 
recognize here traces of the primitive evolution of the ia-suffix, 
seeing in i nothing but a weakening of the thematic -a, to which 
the old and common suffix a was added? Finally, the primitive- 
ness of -ia is supported by the prevalence of that suffix in the 
earliest records of the language, and its gradual change into -ya 
through later periods. 

This weakening tendency was checked in the Vedic period 
especially by the stress laid on i by accentuation; by the suffix 
being preceded by a long syllable, which protected, as it were, 
its identity; and by some obscure influence of the formative pro- 
cess which seems connected with the phenomenon of accent. Out 
of the whole number of not less than 408 words (or 630, with the 
compounds) which take the suffix -ia or -ya, only 28 (see above) 
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form an absolute, and a few more a partial, exception to any and 
all of these three principles. 

How to account for these 28 is not easy, except by the follow- 
ing general consideration. As the whole language shows a grad- 
ual change from the ia to the ya-form of suffix, the discrepancies 
may depend, in part at least, simply on a difference in the time 
when the words were used. They may also be due partly to arbi- 
trary choice and to corrupted texts. The fact that usage was not 
stereotyped, that the whole thing was involved in a process of 
change, would naturally give a freer scope to metrical require- 
ments, and thus allow inconsistencies; and in spite of the general 
trustworthiness of the text such as we possess it, palpable changes 
obviating the seeming irregularities of the suffix could be sug- 
gested if called for. As for the varied suffixal form of the same 
word, it can be accounted for very naturally by one of the hypoth. 
eses just mentioned. In regard to the 13 (or 26) words in -ia 
preceded by a short syllable, it is worth noticing that one half of 
them are derived from verb-roots (sometimes, no doubt, through 
a lost intermediate link in -a), and five from a root-noun. 

We proceed now to take up the other suffixes. 

SUFFIX-FORM -id. 
a. Preceded by a long syllable: pdki'd 3, yogid' 3, cetid' 1, pasti'd 10, vedid' 7, 

rd'mid 4, pdritakmid 6, 1'rmid 7, s rid' 18 (.-yd 7; compounds: s'ridmds 1, -yd 4, 
s&'ridvasu 1), ndvid 3, 9ydvid 1. kakshtd 3. 

b. Preceded by a short syllable: pathid 24, padid 1 (-yd 3), kanid 16 (-yd 1), 
pamid' 1, hirnid' 1, klidM 1 (-yd 1), yavid' 3, 9aravid 1 (-yd 1), h6vid 1. 

SUFFIX-FORM -yd. 
a. Preceded by a long syllable: only staryd' 7 (generally -id 18), silrydcandra- 

mds 3, si'rydmds 4 (-id 1). 
b. Preceded by a short syllable: devayajyd' 7, jaranyd' 1, ishanyd' 1, mushti- 

hatyd' 1, ityd' 2, krtyd' 1, sukrtyd' 9, pddyd 3 (-id 1), jdtavidyd' 1, ishudhyd' 1, 
.rdhyd' 1, kanyd' 1 (-id 16), vipanyd' 5, pdryd 4, kulyd' 1 (-id 1), gavyd' 4, 
paravyda 1 (-id 1), avishyd' 1, tavishyd' 1, vapushyd' 1, urushyd' 1, vacasyd' (com- 
pound: suvac asyd syd', aasyd, svaasyds, praddhdmanasyd' 1, namasyd' 1, 
varasyd' 2, irasyd' 1, pravasyd' 8 (compound: swpravasyd'), varivasyd' 1, data- 
syd' 1. 

The preceding lists show that the form -id occurs in 21 simple 
words (used alone or only in composition), and in these in 91 in- 
stances; and the form -yd in 33 such words, and in 85 instances. 
Five words are found with both forms. The principles found to 
prevail with the -ia, -ya suffixes are clearly noticeable here also. 
Long syllables, indeed, are followed by -id alone (with only one 
partial exception). Short syllables are followed only 9 times by 
-id (3 of these have the circumflex, one other is evenly divided 
between -id and -yd, with one occurrence for each; one, pddid, is 
prevailingly used with -yd). It is worthy of notice that all the 
simple words in -yd have the accent on d, except kanyd', pddyd, 
and pdryd, while this is the case with only one third of the words 
in -id. 
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SUFFIX -yu (never -iu). 
9arhyi 2, aharhyfs 1, kirhy&' 1, yajyu 10 (compounds: ayajyu 5, prayajyu 12, 

dirghaprayajyu 1, dyajy?i 1), irajyd 1, bhujyf& 17, mrga.ny& 1. carany{ 1, jara.ny? 1, 
saran.y?i 5, turany' 3, bhurany4 1, ruvany' 1, rishany{ 1, ukshanyt l, ishudhyit 1, 
pndhyyt 9, tanyfu 1, prtanyut 5, udany4 3, vipany& 14, kubhany{t 1, manyi 60 
(compounds: vr'shamanyu 1, a6nuttamanyu 3, d'pdntamanyu 1, satinamanyu 1, 
upamany4 1, vr'shamanyu 1, saimanyu 8, samanyd 1, prdcdmanyu 1, parimanyft 1, 
vimanyu 1, tuvimanyu 1, ahimanyu 1, raghumanyu 1; manyumi' 3, manyusdvtn 1; 
derivative: manyum6t 2), sy.tmany4 1, yuvany?t 1, 9imyu 2, atharyfs 1, saparyf& I, 
adhvaryft 53. svaryfi 1, gavyft 13. sanishyft 6, avishyft 3, urushyft 1, makhasyft 1, 
vacasyi 4, girvanasyi 1, dravinasyit 4, d6syu 64 (compounds' tras'dasyu 12; 
ddsyuyta 1, dasyutarana 1, dasyuhaitya 6, dasyuhan 10), panasyft 5, manasy{' 1, 
apasy{c 6, namasy' 2, avasyft 30, sftyavasyt 1, 9ravasy' 19, duvasyd 2, sahyu 1, 
druhyd 6. 

There are consequently 50 simple words (376 occurrences), 
aside from 24 compounds, which take the suffix -yu. It will be 
noticed that in every instance the suffix is preceded by a short 
syllable. A majority of the words are derived from denominative 
bases (as carany from carany, manasyr' from manasy, etc.); 
and all-with the exception only .of ydjyu, 'myu, ddsyu, sdhyu 
-are accented on the u of the suffix. As will be seen further on, 
all denominative verbs without exception have likewise the semi- 
vowel y. 

SUFFIX -tia, -tya. 
Form -tia: ni'shtia 3, d'vish.tia 2, amd'tia 1. 
Form -tya: apatya 6 (compounds: anapatya 1, suapatya 17, apatyasd'c), ni'tya 

34, (compounds: ni'tyastotra 1, nityahotr, ni'tydritra 1), sanutya 3, santya 9. 
Gerunds ending in -tya (as krtya etc.) are treated under the 

verb. In the preceding adjectives it will be observed that the i 
of the suffix is preceded by a long and the y by a short syllable 
(with the exception of santya). 

SurtIx -nia, -nya. 
Form -nia: ninzia 2 (-ya 8), dhi'shnia 14. 
Form -nya: ninya 8 (-ia 2), pinya 1. 
In these three words also the quantity of preceding syllables is 

long before i and short before y. 
SUFFIX -enia, -enya. 

Form -enia: varenia 38 (compound: vareniakratu 3), vire'nia 1, advishenid, 1, 
tkshe.nia 1, I.denia 9, marmrjinia 1 (-ya 1), kirt6nia 2, yudhenia 1, vdvrdhenia 1, 
uren ia l, d.rrenia 1. 

Form -enya: saparyenya 1, bh&shenya 1 (dbhushe.nya 1), didrkshe.nya 2, 
paprkshe'nya 1, marmrjenya 1 (-ia 1). 

The expected -enia occurs in 11 words out of 15 (one being used 
both ways). Of the five verbal adjectives in -enya, one (sapary- 
e.nya) is from a denominative, three are from a reduplicated base, 
and only one (6h4shenya) from the simple verb. It will be no- 
ticed that all the fifteen participial adjectives are accented on 
the e. 
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SUFFIX -yas (never -ias). 
pdnyas 5, sdnyas 3, rabhyas 1, tavyas 1 (compound: dtavyas 2), ndvyas 46, 

v6syas 39, sahyas 3. 

All these are only exceptional comparative-formations (yas = 
ias, yas); and four of them alternate with the usual forms 
(paniyas 5, tdviyas 5, ndviyas 31, sdhiyas 9). It will be noticed 
that -yas is in each case preceded by a short syllable. 

SUFFIX -tyu (never -tiu). 
mrty& 15 (compounds: amrtyu 4, mrtyubandhu 2). 

In considering together all the preceding suffixes with the excep- 
tion of -ia and -ya, which on account of their exceeding frequency 
have been treated by themselves, it will be found that i occurs 
143 times after a long and 51 times (in 41 of which it has the cir- 
cumflex) after a short syllable; but y 32 times after a long, and 
605 after a short syllable. Only simple words and isolated com- 
pounds are then counted. 

SUFFIXES CONTAINING A U OR V. 

These are of much less frequent occurrence than the preceding. 
As there is no exception to the rule that compounds and deriva- 
tives retain the suffix of the simple word (or agree with one 
another), it is needless to rehearse them all, especially as they are 
quite numerous. 

SUFFIX -ua, -va. 

Form -ua: td'nua (fr. tan,'t) 1, td'nua (fr. tanva) 1, tdanua (fr. tan) 2, ilrud 1 (-vd 
20), adua 4 (-va 224, with 58 compounds and many derivatives. The four forms 
in -ua seem therefore very doubtful or anomalous). 

Form -va: takvd 1, pakvd 25, srdkva 3, vdkva 2, rkvd 1, kanvd 50, prdskanva 
6, ranvd 28, irdhva 71, akharva 1, gandharva 20, anarva 4, sarva 49, ilrva 20 
(-ua 1), pt'rva 120, adva 224 (-ua 4, see above), vi9va 307, rfpv 49, yahvd 21. 

The preceding lists show that the suffix -va is the law, and that 
-ua is at best only a sporadic and doubtful exception. It occurs 
alone only in the three exceptional forms td'nua. Its presence in 

dpua is, as pointed out above, anomalous; and in the only remain- 
ing form Vrua, where it occurs once out of 21 times, this is in the 
second part of a catalectic trishtubh-pdda (ix.87.8). The suffix 
-va occurs in 19 simple words (1001 instances), and in more than 
a hundred compounds and derivatives formed from those simple 
words. In 15 of the 18 words, the syllable preceding the suffix is 
short, so that the preservative influence which a long syllable 
seems to exercise is here almost entirely lacking. This may have 
aided the general conversion of u to v. 

SUFFIX -tua, -tva. 
Form -tua. This suffix occurs in nouns only in: p6tua 1, rak- 

shastuzd 1, ndvavdstua 1 (-va 2). 
In gerundives the formation is presumably from an infinitive 

noun in -tu, whence also the prevalence (see below) of the vocal- 
ized form. It should properly be considered along with stems in 
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-u, but is conveniently given here on account of the uncertainty 
of the formation. The gerundives are: 

kartua 14 (-va 3), jantua I (but janitva 4, and janitva 1, a noun from jani), 
jdtua 1, nantua 1, vaktua 2, sotua 1, snd'tua 1, hdntua 1, hetua 1. 

Form -tva. With the exception only of the three nouns quoted 
above (each a a 5ra, AEyoJE,vov), this form of suffix occurs in all 
nominal (almost exclusively neuter abstract) formations in ques- 
tion, which therefore need not be enumerated. There are 31 of 
them (aside from several compounds), and 145 instances. The 
suffix is in 30 words preceded by a short vowel (as garbhatvd, 
asuratvd, etc.), and in only three cases (andgdstvd 7, suprajdstvd 2, 
ndvavdstva 2, -tua 1) by a long syllable; whereas -tua is found 
after a long syllable in the remaining nouns (see above). All the 
simple words belonging here accent invariably the a of the suffix; 
and it is worth noticing that the gerundives, on the contrary, ac- 
cent the verb-root, and that petua (not an abstract) also accents 
the root. 

In gerundives (compare what is remarked above under -tua) 
-tva is found in k/crtva 3 (-ua 14) janitva 4, sanitva 1, bhdvftva 
1-all, save the exceptional kdrtva, after the auxiliary vowel i (i). 

SUFFIX -ud, -vd. 
Form -ud: apuad 1. 
Form -vd: dd'rvd 2, jihvd' 44. 

SUFFIX -vi (never -ui). 
ddrvi 2, sfuipvi 1, ghr'shvi 13. 

SUFFIX -vi (never -ui). 
prthvi' 10, md'dhvi 2, gandharv"' 1, parapharvt' 1, yahvl' 21-all feminines 

with accented suffix. 
SUFFIX -vant (never -uant). 

This suffix, forming possessives from nouns (only in half-a-dozen 
exceptions from verb-roots), occurs in 66 words (about 335 
instances), and is in all of them-save d'p'rvat 2, dd'svat 7, 
bh4'svat 2-preceded by a short syllable. 

SUFFIX -van (never -uan). 
This suffix, generally added to verb-roots, occurs in 49 distinct 

words (about 150 instances; also in 47 compounds). It is pre- ceded in every simple word by a short syllable. The accent is 
never on the suffix, even in compounds, except in aparvdn (par- 
van). 

SUFFIX -vas (vdns), uas(ud'hs). 
Nearly all words with this termination are perfect active parti- 

ciples; only a few are of doubtful formation. The latter will 
accordingly be given by themselves. 

a. Perfect active participles: 
jaghanvas 17, cikitvas 45, jujurvas 2 (-uds 1: ii.4.5), jujushvds 2, tatanvds 3, titirvds 2, tastabhvas 1, daddfvds 1, dadrpvds 1, dadasvdas 1, dadvds 1, dadhanvds 
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3, dadh.rshvas 3, pupushvds 1, vdvrdhvas 2, vivikvas 1, vividvas 2, pupukvas 4, 
sdsahvas 4 (-uds 1);-(without reduplication): ddpvds (?) 8 (-uas 6), vidvas 103 
(-uas 3), sdhvds 10. 

b. Of uncertain relation: 
cakhvas 1, khidvas 1, midhvas 8 (-ua's 7), r'bhvas 4, Vi'kvas 4 (ddva's ?, see above). 

There are consequently 27 words (235 instances) in -vas 
(vdns); and only 4 of them are sporadically (altogether 18 times) 
found with the suffix -uas. In 24 of these 27 words the -vas is 
preceded by a short syllable, and only in ddpvds (also -uas) and 
sdhvds, mt.dhvas by a long. They all accent the termination, ex- 
cept the uncertain r'bhvas, pikvas (khidvas is unaccented). 

SUFFIX -vana (never -uana). 
anarvana 3, fupukvana 1, vagvana 1. 

SUFFIX -vara (never -uara). 
i'tvara 1, adhvard 191, kdrvara 2, pharvara 1, apiparvara 2. 

SUFFIX -vala (never -uala). vi'dvala 1. 

SUFFIX -tvana (never tuana). 
satvana 2, sakhitvand 2, patitvana 1, janitvana 1, mahitvana 13, vasutvand 4. 

SUFFIX -vati (never -uati). 
drshadvati 1, arvatt 3. 

SUFFIX -vani (never -uani). 
fupukvani 1, jujurvani 1, turvani 8, tuturvdni 1, bhurvani 2, arharishvani 1, 

dddhrshvdni 1. It is always preceded by a short syllable and accented. 
SUFFIX -varz (never -uard). 

All such feminine formations (vdkvari, pdkvarf, ydjvari, etc.), 
except pdrvart, have a corresponding masculine form in -van, and 
take, like these latter, the accent on the radical syllable; and the 
suffix is preceded, without exception, by a short syllable. 

SUFFIX -vin (never -uin). 

dhrshadvin 1, Vatasvin 1, namasvin 8, tarasvin 2, rakshasvin 7. In all cases pre- 
ceded by a short syllable, and accented (except in the comp. ayudhvin). 

In considering together all these suffixes with an integral u or 
v, it will be found that u occurs 47 times after a long and 7 times 
after a short syllable, but v 266 times (chiefly owing to pa'rva 120, 
and 72rdhva 71) after a long, and over 2000 times after a short 
syllable. 

For the gerunds in -yd (-ya), -tvd, -tvz, -tvdya, see under verb- 
inflection. 

II. IN DECLENSIONAL ENDINGS. 

The case-suffixes of which i or y forms an integral part are sya 
(sia ?), syds (sids), syai, hya(m), bhya(m) (bhiam), sydm, bhydm 
(bhid4m), bhyas (bhias). A summary statement of all the cases 
with reference to the quantity of the preceding syllable is here 
given. (For a detailed treatment of the case-suffixes of the nouns 
see the article referred to p. 70). 
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-sya after short syllable nearly 4000 times (fr. 697 stems), -sia of doubtful, or, 
rather, very exceptional occurrence (see Lanm. p. 338); -syds after short syllable 
about 70 times (fr. 8 stems), -sids after short syllable twice (fr. 2 stems); -syai 
after short syllable 11 times (fr. 5 stems); -hya(m) after short syllable 28 times 
(fr. I stem: in 13 instances -hya); -bhya(m) after short syllable 205 times (asmd- 
bhyam 108, tiibhyam 97), -bhiam only once in yushmdbhiam (i.88.3); -sydm after 
short syllable 11 times (fr. 5 stems); -bhydm after short syllable 47 times (fr. 15 
stems), after long syllable 38 times (fr. 26 stems),-bhidm after long syllable 3 times 
(fr. 3 stems); -bhyas after short syllable 192 times (fr. 61 stems), after long syl- 
lable 200 times (fr. 95 stems), -bhias after long syllable 120 times (fr. 76 stems), 
after short syllable twice (fr. 2 stems). 

The vowel i is consequently found altogether in 128 instances, 
and the semivowel y in nearly 4800 instances (from which should 
be deducted perhaps a few in -asya). Moreover, the vowel is 
found in 123 instances after a long syllable (chiefly in a-stems, 72 
times), and only 5 times after a short syllable (twice in an i and 
a van-stem, and three times in pronouns) ; and the semivowel in 
nearly 4500 instances (564 if the overwhelming number presented 
by -asya be deducted) after a short syllable, and 238 instances 
(chiefly, or 179 times, in vowel-stems) after a long syllable. It 
seems evident therefore that we may trace also here that preserv- 
ative influence of a preceding long syllable which was clearly 
operative in connection with the derivative suffixes. The exceed- 
ing frequency of the suffix -asya suggests how universal was the 
alterative tendency when the repeated use of the form, the quan- 
tity of the word, and the dimness of formation of the suffix all 
conspired to the same end. 

III. IN VERB-INFLECTION. 

Whatever be the varied combinations and functions of y (i) or v (u) in verb-inflection, the semi-vowel is found there almost exclu- 
sively, the exceptions being mainly a few optatives, some class- 
signs (nu), and three imperatives (sua). All the formative parts 
of the verbs are therefore most conveniently treated here together. 
Moreover, it would be a waste of space to enumerate the vast 
number of cases in which the semivowel occurs. The whole sub- 
ject is most clearly and compiehensively treated by giving a short 
resume of all the instances in which the semivowels are found 
used, and a full statement only of the exceptional cases in which 
one of the vowels is found. The participial forms in -ya (-ia), 
-enya (-enia) etc., the infinitives in -iai (-yai), and the gerundives 
in -tua (-tva) have been considered in connection with the noun- 
formations; but the gerund, as having a less distinct noun-char- 
acter, will be treated here. 

The form ya is found (exclusive, of course, of all cases in which 
it is preceded by a vowel): 

As a class-sign ?4th or div-class), 375 times (asyati, tanyati; ishyate, pdtyate; asyat-, ishyat-; manyamdna, y'dhyamdna. etc.), aside from some participles in 
composition; as sign of the passive, 225 times (ajyate, idhyate, ucydte, ajyamdna, p7.ydmdna, etc.), aside from a few participles in composition; in denominatives, 279 times (avasydt-., irasydti, krpanydti, etc.), aside from a few participles in com- 
position; in intensives (which of this formation are of rare occurrence in the Rig- 
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Veda) 20 times (carcdry6amdna 1, marm.rjyate 2, marmrjyante 5, marmrjy6mdna 
10. vevijyate 1, rerihyate 1, to which Delbriick also counts, as it seems without 
sufficient reason, irajyasi, etc.); as a tense-sign (in the future), 38 times (karishyati, 
bhavishyati, dhdrayishyati; ksheshidt-, sarishyat-, etc.); as a mode-sign (for the 
optative), 258 times (a9ydm, syd't, bibhrydt, anajydt, etc.); as a gerund, -yd (ya) 76 
times, and -tyd 13 times. 

The exceptional occurrences of -ia are as follows: 
a. As a class-sign (4th conjugation) in dsiat 3 (iv.30.20; x.72.8; 138.4?), 

r'jiantas (vi.37.2,3). 
b. As a tense-sign: ksheshidntas (fut. part.; ii.4.3). 
c. In optatives: aiad'qn 1 (-ydm 11), acid'ma [ (-yd'ma 6), a9idma 1 (-ydma 8); 

sid'm 2 (syd'm 2, sydm 5), sid's 1 (syd's 5), sid't 5, sidt 2 (sydt 7), sidtam 2, sid'ma 
10 (syd'ma 8), sidma 62 (sydma 24), sius 1 (syus 2), sius I (syus 4); rdhid'ma 1 
(-yd'ma 3); gamid's 1 (-yd's 6), jagamidtam 1; vidid't 1 (yd't 1), vididtam 1; 
vavrtidm 1 (-ydm 8), vavrtius 1 (-yus 2). 

The form -v(a, etc.) is found (exclusive of cases in which it is 
preceded by a vowel): 

In a class-sign (nv, v) about 220 times (krnvanti, hinvanti, .r#nvanti, cinvat-; 
tanvdnti, vanvat-; jfuhvdna, etc.), aside from a few participles in composition; in 
personal terminations (-vahe, -vahi, -sva, -dhve, dhvai, -dhvam, -dhva) nearly 700 
times (somewhat over 500 of which belong to the imperative in -sva); in gerunds 
65 times (-tvd 21, -tvi 35, -tvdya 9, 8 of which in book X). 

The exceptional occurrences of the vowel u are as follows: 
a. In a class-sign (nu, u): .r.znuantu 1, .rnuantu 1; sunuanti 1, dhtlnudna 1; 

tanudt- 2. 
b. In a personal ending: mdtsua 1, matsua 4; vainsua 1, vavrtsua 3; hdrshasua 

1; amugdhuam 1; vavrdhualm 1. 
c. In the following forms of the root dhanv (which seems to be an extension of 

dhav; or in which nv is perhaps only an anomalous class-sign): dhdnuan 1, 
dhanuanti 1, dhanudti 1, dhdanua 1, dhanua 7, dhanuantu 3. 

C. OCCURRENCE OF i OR y AND U OR V IN THE ROOT-ELEMENT 

(REAL OR APPARENT) OF THE WORD. 

In the very considerable number of words which come under 
consideration here, the semivowels y and v are found so regularly 
that an enumeration of all the exceptional cases only is needed. 
They will be considered under the various categories of words in 
question (radicals, their derivatives, and words of uncertain form- 
ation). 

-y- OR-i-. 

a. In verb-roots and their derivatives: 
The semivowel y occurs in all verb-roots (khyd, cyu, jyd, etc.) 

without exception; and it is found in the radical part of all their 
numerous derivatives likewise, with only the following entirely 
sporadic exceptions: 

From the root jyd we have paramajid' (viii.1.30; -yd' 1), jid'yas 3 (iii.38.5; 
vi.30.4; x.50.5; jyd'yas 9), jieshtha 21 (jyeshtha 16). From dyut we have diotanas 
(viii.29.2), sudiotmdnam (ii.4.1: Grassmann sudyotmdnam). 

These exceptions may be valuable in helping to prove the deriv- 
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ation of jyd from ji, and the connection of dyut with div (compare 
the form din-), and also, perhaps, with di, 'shine.' 

b. In pronominals: 
tia 27 (tyd 120), sid 2 (sya 54). The concurrent forms in -ia seem to prove that 

tya, sya were derived from ta and sa on the same principle that nouns with the 
suffix -ya were derived from others with the theme in -a. 

c. In more uncertain combinations: 
jid', 'bow-string,' 3 (jyd 2; comp. Curtius, 639); jidkd' 1 (from the preceding); 

jiok 14 (jyok 1? Comp. Kuhn, Zeitschr. xi.3, who derives it from div, dy6 and 
ac); (from div ' heaven') diW'n 1, didus 28, did'm 11; siond 10 (fr. siv, syu ?), and 
its compounds sionakr't 1, sionapt' 2. 

-v- OR -U-. 

a. In verb-roots and their derivatives: 
The semivowel occurs in all the verb-roots (tvaksh, pvac, svaj, 

vish, etc.) with only one doubtful exception (compare also dhanv, 
p. 86), and in all their derivatives without exception. 

The only verb-root in which the vowel occurs is suad (only once, or, according 
to Grassmann, twice, as against 17 svad and several derivatives from this). The 
form suad would seem to lend support to the theory that the root itself is a com- 
pound of su-ad (compare Pott and others); but, aside from the weighty objections 
brought against the prefix-theory generally by Curtius (Gr. Etymol., p. 34, etc.), the 
authenticity of the form suad is, at least, very doubtful. Its first occurrence is at 
ii.1.14 in a jagati-pada; but there it seems better to vocalize v in tvayd (as is done 
in other passages). Its second occurrence (suddanti) is in Valakhilya 2.5 in a 
brhati-pada. There, undoubtedly, the metre, as it stands, cannot be made out 
fully without vocalizing v; but the preceding hymn (v. 5), having a very analo- 
gous phrase [both yam te svadhdvant svdd(ay)anti , uses svaddyanti for suddanti; and the authority of an apocryphal VAlakhilya-hymn is too weak to establish 
the genuineness of this one exception. 

b. In pronominals: 
kua 32 (kvd twice, doubtfully: see Grassmann);-tua ' many,' 5 (tva 10);--tud, 

tva, 'thou,' both of very frequent occurrence, counting by several hundreds, but 
tud prevailingly found; in derivatives and compounds the two forms are also 
found interchanged (v 31 times, u 52 times);-sud 42 (svd 88, and in all deriva- 
tives and compounds). 

All these forms, when compared with those of the verb-roots, 
point to an earlier formation by means of the suffix -a. 

c. In more uncertain combinations: 
tuashtr 3 (but tvdshtr 60); dud 3 (compounds: dud'da2 4, dud'dafdra 1; dvd 9, and in many compounds dva-, dvi-: comp. Curtius, 277);-siuar 120 (compounds and derivatives: suargd 1, sAarcakshas 1, suarcanas 1, suarjit 4, s8arjesha 1, suarnara 12, siarnr 2, suardrt' 13, suarpati 3, suarbhdnu 2, s4armidha 6, suarvid 

27, suarshd' 11, suarshdti 6; sudrana 1, suaryu 1, suarvat 21). The vowel u, found 
throughout in suar and its compounds points to another derivation than that 
proposed by Curtius (from the only doubtfully authenticated svar, ' shine '). The 
accent, of course, is connected with the preservation of the vowel. 
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GENERAL SUMMARY. 

A brief summary of the number of occurrences before dissimilar 
vowels of i, u or y, v is as follows: 

i y 
Final of independent words, ---------- almost exclusively wholly sporadically 

" in composition, . ------------ 194 29 
" in noun-stems, 409 295 
" in verb-roots,------.----------- 51 165 

In derivative suffixes (comp's excluded), 1937 1862 
In declensional endings, -------------- 128 about 4800 
In verb-inflection, -97 about 1300 
In roots and root-elements, ...- - 127 much more numerous. 

u v 

Final of independent words, -almost exclusively wholly sporadically 
" in composition,--------------- 359 23 
" in noun-stems,. 285 241 
" in verb-roots, -------------.---- never very rare 

In derivative suffixes (comp's excluded), 35 about 2400 
In verb-inflection, ---------. . 32 985 
In roots and root-elements (aside from tva), 324 more numerous. 

This summary shows clearly an inverted relation between the 
vowels and semivowels in regard to their occurrence, namely so 
that the vowels greatly prevail when finals in independent words, 
composition, and noun-stems, and the semivowels in other combi- 
nations. This relation becomes still more striking, if the consid- 
erable number of vowels in the root-element of a few words (as in 
tu-a, su-ar, etc.) really be, what seems very probable, originally 
nothing but finals of an independent word. It should be noticed 
also that the inverted relation is in some instances brought out 
still more clearly by counting single words instead of the number 
of their occurrences. 

This natural relation between the vowels and the semivowels, 
combined with those clearly assignable causes for a vast majority 
of all discrepancies which have been pointed out throughout the 
article, confirms our introductory assertion that the varied use of 
vowel or semivowel in the Rig-Veda, as required by its metre, is 
owing, in the main, not to corruption or arbitrary usage, but to 
organic growth; that the great and perplexing variety is not law- 
less, but the natural result of a transition, apparently from vowel 
to semivowel, taken in the very midst of its progress. 
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